Which Prefix?

Parent Directions: Have your child read each sentence and then circle the word that makes sense in the sentence. Ask your child to write the word on the blank line.

1. It’s a lot of fun to ______________ presents to see what’s inside.
   rewrap     unwrap

2. The printer jammed the first time, so now I have to ______________ the page.
   reprint     unprint

3. I borrowed fifty cents from my brother and now I have to ______________ him.
   repay     unpay

4. My little sister dropped the glass, but Mom said not to worry because it was ______________.
   rebroken     unbroken

5. Tomorrow I need to ______________ my book to the library or I’ll get a fine.
   return     unturn

6. My shoelace was in a knot, so I had to first ______________ it and then ______________ it so I wouldn’t trip on it.
   retie     untie